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Volunteer park group sues Baltimore City for illegally allowing pipeline construction  
 
BGE creates 2.2 mile permanent scar through city’s largest park then lowballs City on   
 the land’s value 
 
The Friends of Gwynns Falls Leakin Park (FOGFLP) filed a lawsuit on April 11, 2019 against Baltimore City for allowing BGE to 

construct a 2.2 mile natural gas pipeline through the Gwynns Falls/Leakin Park in violation of the City Charter. BGE is also named in 

the suit because it destroyed 19 acres of parkland without having the right to do so.  
 

The Charter requires that the City first grant rights to property, in this case allowing construction of a pipeline through a park and it 

also requires BGE to pay for the legal right to construct and use the pipeline. The compensation for using the land is supposed to be 

set at “the largest amount it is able to obtain.” Because the City pursued none of these requirements the entire construction project is in 

violation of the Charter. 

 

The lawsuit claims that Mayor Catherine Pugh’s administration grossly undervalued the worth of the parkland in Gwynns Falls/Leakin 

Park when it agreed to accept just $1.4 million dollars from BGE. The city’s Recreation and Parks Department has valued the land at 

$14 million. The City rejected Recreation and Park’s valuation, refused to hire an independent appraiser, and ignored the Charter’s 

legal requirements that the city must bargain for the highest possible dollar amount they could obtain. The Mayor’s conduct resulted in 

losses to the park itself and to Baltimore citizens. 

 

FOGFLP attempted to work with the City and BGE to reach an agreement that would require BGE to provide compensation equal to 

the true value of the lost parkland. Instead of working with FOGFLP the City and BGE continued behind the scenes negotiations for 

total compensation of only $2 million.  FOGFLP believes that this amount is still far below the compensation due for the permanent 

loss suffered by park users. 

 

In the lawsuit, FOGFLP has asked the Court to require the City to follow the process set forth in the Charter and refer the matter to the 

Board of Estimates. FOGFLP is asking the Court to require the Board of Estimates to retain an independent appraiser to perform the 

valuation.   

 

FOGFLP has sent copies of the lawsuit to the City and BGE.  Despite this, the City Council intends to continue violating the Charter 

and approve the franchise fee at an upcoming meeting, again without referral to the Board of Estimates for valuation.  

 

The Recreation and Parks Department has said the following about the pipeline: “a decline of overall forest health should be 

anticipated,” “the pipeline will pose an inadvertent threat to the plants and wildlife in the park,” and the project is “sure to increase the 

cost of park maintenance.” 

 

Park lovers should know that this lawsuit is about Phase 2 of the Granite Pipeline. Phase 3 is coming. Five (5) more miles of pipeline 

clear-cut through Gwynns Falls/Leakin Park, Carroll Park, along the Gwynn Falls stream, under the Middle Branch ending at BGE’s 

Spring Gardens LNG station in the Sharp-Leadenhall neighborhood downtown. 

 

It is FOGFLP’s goal to prevent BGE from using the pipeline until adequate compensation is paid for use of the parkland. 

 

For more information please contact Jack Lattimore, FOGFLP Board Member, at 443-415-1103 or lattimore.jack@gmail.com 

 

The mission of Friends of Gwynns Falls/Leakin Park: “Through advocacy and collaboration, Friends of Gwynns Falls/Leakin Park, 

Inc. assures the restoration and maintenance of the Gwynns Falls/Leakin Park as an historic area and healthy urban wilderness in 

Baltimore City for the experience, learning and enjoyment of all.” At 1200 acres, Gwynns Falls/Leakin Park is the largest public park 

in Baltimore City. 

 

http://friendsofgwynnsfallsleakinpark.org/ 
 

Attached: Letter of support from the Members of the 41
st
 State Delegation 

                Complaint: Friends of Gwynns Falls Leakin Park v. Mayor & City Council of Baltimore and BGE 
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